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When people hear what ICOs, Ripple, Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency, Bitcoin or Mining they immediately
shout: Cryptocurrencies haven't any value, why should I purchase them? Now the question is if the
usage of the Blockchain Technology can deliver long-term value and therefore can lead to a mass
adoption. Shockingly there is very much indeed superficial knowledge going swimming. This is
because of the fact, that the Blockchain and cryptocurrency conversation has emerged from
specific forums and not the broader public sphere. In this publication, I will show you in
understanding Blockchain and Preliminary Coin Offerings. Preliminary Coin Offerings (ICO) are
discussed everywhere. Yet very much superficial knowledge is discussed. There is no good
information for what to consider or how to participate in an ICO. ICOs).D. studies, I will introduce the
ICO to you and also present my estimation on its potential. Subsequently, we are able to see that
the development phase of innovations with so-called “ Understanding the ICO Landscape can be a
cornerstone of your quest into ICO investments. In our example the mixture of gas or in the
exemplory case of the invention of electrical light the war of currents between George
Westinghouse's alternating electric current (referred to as AC) standard versus Thomas Alpha
Edisons direct current (DC) standard. Consequently, navigating the maze of substandard details and
quality sources is your first job of your investment research. Certainly, it also begs the issue - before
even starting with your quest - if that is an advisable endeavor or if the complete cryptocurrency
and ICO picture will rapidly disappear. To response this, let´s first look in a few examples from days
gone by. With the invention of the auto, very little people originally thought that this stinking and loud
vehicle would sometime change the equine carriage. Now, look at today. What we can learn from
this example is definitely two-fold. First, innovations face a whole lot of criticism initially and are just
adopted by a little enthusiastic group. These queries can only be answered by researching the
underlying concepts. Secondly, the first product (so-called Minimal Viable Item or MVP) generally isn't
pretty. Today the question is if the pricey institutions of this system can be replaced by this fresh
decentralized network technology known as Blockchain. This is because of the fact that the value
of the development is long-term (fast transport from A to B) and the ecosystem (gasoline stations,
paved roads) grew fast. In this publication, we will start with looking at the high-level concept of
cryptocurrencies using its two dominant players Bitcoin and Ether before diving into the Initial Coin
Offerings (ICO) and an over-all market overview.network effects” is accompanied by a competition
for requirements. Having successfully laid the groundwork we will discuss the guidelines of an ICO
expenditure, before reaching the primary of your evaluation - the evaluation of an ICO. We are able
to see the same design when it comes to the underlying technology of cryptocurrencies and tokens
(e.g. Having researched the Blockchain Technology within my Ph. ICOs are all scams Ripple is
normally overvalued Preliminary Coin Offerings aren't legal You hear this at family tables, Christmas
gatherings, golf club meetings and so much more. This issue is inherently linked to the dialogue of a
society without paper money. Definitely you will agree that age paper money is ending, as we
mostly pay with bank cards and bank transfers. Yet, the car is widely used nowadays. So-known
as early adopters. Not merely between individuals but also badly researched news articles which
badly evaluate ICOs to IPOs.
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